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Pangloss1 (PAN1) and PAN2 are leucine-rich repeat receptor-like proteins that function cooperatively to polarize the divisions of
subsidiary mother cells (SMCs) during stomatal development in maize (Zea mays). PANs colocalize in SMCs, and both PAN1 and
PAN2promote polarization of the actin cytoskeleton and nuclei in these cells. Here,we show that PAN1 andPAN2have additional
functions that are unequal or divergent. PAN1, but not PAN2, is localized to cell plates in all classes of dividing cells examined. pan1
mutants exhibited no defects in cell plate formation or in the recruitment or removal of a variety of cell plate components; thus, they
did not demonstrate a function for PAN1 in cytokinesis. PAN2, in turn, plays a greater role than PAN1 in directing patterns of
postmitotic cell expansion that determine the shapes of mature stomatal subsidiary cells and interstomatal cells. Localization
studies indicate that PAN2 impacts subsidiary cell shape indirectly by stimulating localized cortical actin accumulation and
polarized growth in interstomatal cells. Localization of PAN1, Rho of Plants2, and PIN1a suggests that PAN2-dependent cell
shape changes do not involve any of these proteins, indicating that PAN2 function is linked to actin polymerization by a different
mechanism in interstomatal cells comparedwith SMCs. Together, these results demonstrate that PAN1andPAN2are notdedicated
to SMC polarization but instead play broader roles in plant development. We speculate that PANs may function in all contexts to
regulate polarized membrane trafficking either directly or indirectly via their influence on actin polymerization.

Leucine-rich repeat (LRR)-receptor-like kinases
(RLKs) regulatemany aspects of plant development and
physiology. While few ligands have been definitively
identified, the general view of the function of these
proteins is that interaction of ligand(s) with the LRR-
containing extracellular domains regulates the activity
of the intracellular kinase domains, triggering down-
stream cellular responses. While the kinase domains of
many such receptor-like proteins appear to be catalyti-
cally inactive (an estimated approximately 20% of all
Arabidopsis [Arabidopsis thaliana] RLKs, based on bio-
informatics analyses; Castells and Casacuberta, 2007),
many such “pseudokinases” nevertheless participate in
signal transduction via interaction with active kinases
(other LRR-RLKs or cytoplasmic kinases; Llompart
et al., 2003; Boudeau et al., 2006; Rajakulendran and
Sicheri, 2010).

Wepreviously identified apair of LRR-RLKs inmaize
(Zea mays), Pangloss1 (PAN1) and PAN2, which func-
tion cooperatively to polarize the asymmetric divisions
of subsidiary mother cells (SMCs) during stomatal de-
velopment (Cartwright et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012).

In response to hypothetical polarizing cues from the
adjacent guard mother cell (GMC), premitotic SMCs
polarize toward the GMC, involving migration of the
nucleus to the site ofGMCcontact and the formationof a
pronounced enrichment of cortical F-actin at that site.
Subsequently, SMCs divide asymmetrically to produce
subsidiary cells flanking the GMC, which in turn divides
to produce a guard cell pair (Galatis and Apostolakos,
2004). In pan1 and pan2 mutants, defects in premitotic
SMC polarization (evident from a lack of nuclear po-
larization and/or actin accumulation at the GMC contact
site) lead to abnormally oriented divisions producing ab-
errantly shaped subsidiaries that often fail to differentiate
correctly (Gallagher and Smith, 2000; Cartwright et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2012). A function for PAN1 and
PAN2 in responding to ligands produced by adjacent
GMCs is consistent with the finding that both proteins
accumulate in SMCs preferentially at the site of contact
with GMCs, prior to actin accumulation and nuclear
polarization to this site (Cartwright et al., 2009; Zhang
et al., 2012). However, no ligands for PAN1 or PAN2
have yet been identified. A synergistic increase in the
frequency of SMC polarity defects in pan1;pan2 double
mutants provides evidence of cooperative or partially
redundant functions for these LRR-RLKs, but we found
no evidence that they physically interact as expected for
a coreceptor pair (Zhang et al., 2012). Instead, localiza-
tion studies revealed that these proteins act sequen-
tially, with PAN2 functioning upstream of PAN1,
because the polarized accumulation of PAN1 at GMC
contact sites of SMCs requires PAN2 but not vice versa
(Cartwright et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012). The kinase
domains of both PAN1 and PAN2 are inactive in vitro,
as predicted from the lack of certain amino acids needed
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for catalytic activity (Cartwright et al., 2009;Zhang et al.,
2012), but both may function in signaling via a kinase
domain-mediated association with active kinases. The
downstream events linking PAN function to premitotic
SMC polarization are largely unknown, but PAN1
functions cooperatively with, and physically interacts
with, type I Rho of Plants (ROP) GTPases to promote
SMC polarization (Humphries et al., 2011). Considering
that Rho family GTPases including ROPs in plants are
well known for their roles in regulating actin polymer-
ization (Yalovsky et al., 2008), this finding suggests that
ROPs link PAN1 to localized actin polymerization at
GMCcontact sites.However, the functional significance
of localized actin accumulation at the GMC contact site
of SMCs is unclear.

In addition to their function in maize SMC polariza-
tion, type I ROPs function in a variety of plant cells
undergoing polarized cell expansion to mediate the lo-
calized accumulation of F-actin associated with local-
ized expansion of the cell surface (Yalovsky et al., 2008).
The roles of actin and ROPs in polarized cell growth
have been studied in the context of tip-growing pollen
tubes and root hairs as well as in epidermal pavement
cells, where nonuniform patterns of cell expansion un-
derlie the formation of lobes that interlock adjacent cells
together. Arabidopsis ROP2 is enriched at sites of pave-
ment cell lobe outgrowth, where it acts via the novel
ROP effector ROP-Interactive CRIB Domain-Containing4
(RIC4) to stimulate localized cortical F-actin enrichment
(Fu et al., 2005). Studies of the role of auxin and the
auxin-binding protein ABP1 in this process support a
model in which ABP1-auxin interaction at the cell sur-
face signals through ROP2 and RIC4 to promote actin-
dependent localized accumulation of the auxin efflux
carrier PIN1, further increasing the local concentration of
auxinandestablishinga local feedback loop thatpromotes
localized cell expansion (Xu et al., 2010; Yang and Lavagi,
2012). In pollen tubes, actin filaments provide both long-
and short-range guidance for vesicles trafficking to and
from the growth site and may also directly influence ves-
icle fusion and/or removal from the plasma membrane
(Qin and Yang, 2011; Chebli et al., 2013). Thus, actin reg-
ulation of membrane trafficking plays a central role in
polarized cell growth in all cell types where it has been
studied, although the mechanisms by which actin influ-
ences these processesmay not be the same in all cell types.

The cytoskeleton andmembrane trafficking also play
critical roles in plant cytokinesis. During somatic cell
divisions, an actin- and microtubule-based structure
called the phragmoplast forms between daughter nuclei
after mitosis and functions as a dynamic scaffold for the
assembly of a new cell wall (cell plate) separating the
daughter cells (Jürgens, 2005). The cell plate is initiated
via vesicle fusion at the phragmoplast equator and
proceeds through a complex series of membrane-
remodeling events to form a network of inter-
connected tubules and eventually a continuous sheet
perforated by plasmodesmata, involving ongoing fu-
sion and fission of vesicles (Samuels et al., 1995; Seguí-
Simarro et al., 2004). A wide variety of proteins regulating

vesicle targeting, fusion, and fission are localized to cell
plate membranes, with variations in timing suggesting
participation in distinct phases of cell plate formation
(McMichael and Bednarek, 2013). The cell plate is also an
active site of cellwall andmembrane biosynthesis directed
by enzymes that are recruited to the plate with character-
istic timing (McMichael and Bednarek, 2013). Studieswith
cytoskeleton-disrupting drugs have clearly demonstrated
an essential role for phragmoplast microtubules in trans-
porting vesicles to the cell plate, but the role of phragmo-
plast F-actin is less clear (Jürgens, 2005). The mechanisms
responsible for the coordination and temporal regulation
of the complex events underlying cell plate formation
during cytokinesis are largely unknown.

Here, we report new and unequal roles for PAN1 and
PAN2 outside of SMCs. PAN1, but not PAN2, is local-
ized to cell plates, although no essential function for
PAN1 in cell plate formation was found via an analysis
of panmutants. PAN2 plays a greater role than PAN1 in
the coordinated morphogenesis of interstomatal cells
and stomatal subsidiary cells that produce the charac-
teristic shapes of maize stomata. Thus, PANs do not
always function cooperatively and have other roles be-
sides the promotion of premitotic SMC polarization,
with implications regarding the cellular processes in
which these receptor-like proteins function.

RESULTS

PAN1 Is Recruited to Cell Plates in a
PAN2-Independent Manner

PAN1 localization studies showed that in SMCs un-
dergoing cytokinesis, PAN1 is enriched at cell plates as
well as at the site of contact with the adjacent GMC. This
was observed via live-cell imaging of native promoter-
driven PAN1-yellow fluorescent protein (YFP; described
by Humphries et al., 2011) in combination with cyan flu-
orescent protein (CFP)-tubulin to visualize phragmoplasts
(Fig. 1A) and also via immunolocalization with a PAN1-
specific antibody (Cartwright et al., 2009) with phalloidin
counterstainingofphragmoplast F-actin (Fig. 1B).PAN1 is
present at the earliest stage of cell plate formation in SMCs
(Figure 1, arrowhead 1 in A and arrowhead in B), be-
comingmore enriched at the cell plate later in areaswhere
thephragmoplast has alreadydisassembledandas the cell
plate is attaching to the mother cell wall (Fig. 1A, arrow-
heads 2 and 3). Shortly after completion of the new sub-
sidiary cell wall, PAN1 returns to levels similar to those
seen at the mother cell periphery (Fig. 1A, arrowhead 4).
Notably, PAN1 enrichment in cell plates is not unique to
SMCs, as it is also observed in symmetrically dividing leaf
epidermal cells; however, in these cells, it appears equally
enrichedatall stages of cell plate formation (Fig. 1, C–E).
PAN1 is also enriched in cell plates of root cortical cells
(Supplemental Fig. S1). Together, these observations
suggest a function for PAN1 in cell plate formation in all
cell types. Thisfinding is consistentwith the observation
that PAN1 is expressed in a wide variety of tissues where
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cells are actively dividing, including embryos, ear and
tassel primordia, and seedlingprimary roots (Cartwright
et al., 2009; Sekhon et al., 2011).

PAN1 and PAN2 colocalize in premitotic SMCs at
the site of GMC contact, and PAN2 is required for the
accumulation of PAN1 at this site (Cartwright et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2012). However, immunolocalization
with anti-PAN2 and imaging of native promoter-driven
PAN2-YFP (both described previously by Zhang et al.,
2012) revealed no detectable localization of PAN2 at cell
plates at any stage of SMC cytokinesis (Fig. 2, A–F).
Consistent with this finding, PAN2 is not required for
PAN1-YFP accumulation at cell plates (Fig. 2, G–J). Thus,
PAN1 is recruited to cell plates by a PAN2-independent
mechanism.

PAN1 Is Not Required for Cell Plate Formation

The observation that PAN1 is enriched at cell plates
led us to ask whether there are defects in cell plate for-
mation in SMCs or other cells in panmutants. Although
SMCwalls are oftenmisoriented in pan1 and pan2 single
mutants, and considerably more so in pan1;pan2 double
mutants (Cartwright et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012),
analysis of epidermal cell walls and nuclei visualized by
acriflavine or propidium iodide staining of fixed tissues
revealed no incomplete ormissing cell walls in stomatal
subsidiaries or other epidermal cells in any of these
mutants (n . 800 cells per genotype). Since PAN1
function in premitotic SMCs promotes localized actin
polymerization associated with polarization, we rea-
soned that PAN1 could similarly function at the cell
plate surface to promote the polymerization of actin
filaments in the phragmoplast. As illustrated in
Supplemental Figure S2, F-actin was visualized in wild-
type and pan mutant SMCs undergoing cytokinesis via
phalloidin staining, but no difference was observed in
the organization or density of F-actin in SMC phrag-
moplasts whether oriented normally (Supplemental
Fig. S2B) or abnormally (Supplemental Fig. S2C; n = 26
wild-type and 31 panmutant phragmoplasts examined).

To further investigate possible functions for PAN1 in
cell plate formation, we tested whether the recruitment
of a variety of other cell plate-localizedmolecules might
be altered. The majority of research on cell plate for-
mation has been carried out using Arabidopsis, and
there is a paucity of previously characterized tools for
the visualization of cell plate components in maize.
Thus, we obtained antibodies raised against cell plate-
localized proteins from other plants for which a maize
homolog is identifiable in the genome, and the portion
used for antibody production is well conserved in the
maize homolog. Results are presented for four such
antibodies that recognized maize proteins on immu-
noblots consistent with the predicted size of maize ho-
mologs (Supplemental Fig. S3) and labeled cell plates
with some specificity via immunolocalization (Fig. 3),
suggesting that these antibodies indeed recognize ho-
mologous proteins in maize. To facilitate analysis of the

Figure 1. PAN1 is enriched at cell plates. A, PAN1-YFP shown in
monochrome (top) and green (bottom). Asterisks mark GMCs. Arrow-
heads 1 to 4 point to SMC cell plates at successive stages, as indicated
by the associated phragmoplast (magenta and marked with arrows at
bottom). PAN1-YFP is enriched relative to mother cell walls in plates 2
and 3. B, Immunolocalization of endogenous PAN1 shown in mono-
chrome (top) and green (bottom), with actin labeling via phalloidin
staining shown in magenta at bottom. Asterisks mark GMCs. PAN1
staining of an SMC cell plate is marked by the arrowhead (top), with
the associated phragmoplast marked by the arrow at bottom. Staining
of the phragmoplast itself does not exceed the background observed
when pan1 protein null mutants are labeled in parallel. C to E, PAN1-
YFP localization (monochrome at top and green at bottom) in three
separate cells illustrating successive stages of cell plate formation, as
indicated by the associated phragmoplasts (magenta) in transversely
dividing epidermal cells. Arrowheads at top mark cell plates; arrows at
bottom mark phragmoplasts. PAN1-YFP is enriched at cell plates rel-
ative to the surrounding mother cell surface to an approximately equal
degree at all stages of cell plate development shown. Bar = 10 mm for
all images.
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timing of the recruitment and removal of each cell plate
component, we divided SMC cytokinesis into five stages
(illustrated in Fig. 3A), with cell plate attachment occur-
ring between stage i and stage ii and subsequent stages
distinguished according to the position and degree of
decondensation of the daughter nuclei.

KNOLLE is a cell plate-specific syntaxin that medi-
ates the fusion of cell plate vesicles (Lukowitz et al.,
1996; Lauber et al., 1997). ADP Ribosylation Factor1
(ARF1) is a small GTPase that regulates the formation
of vesicles at the Golgi and cell plate surface (Couchy
et al., 2003), and Secretory Carrier Membrane Proteins
(SCAMPs) are cell plate-localized proteins implicated in
the regulation of secretory and endocytic vesicle traf-
ficking (Lam et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010). Antibodies
raised againstArabidopsisKNOLLEandARF1GTPase,
and rice (Oryza sativa) SCAMP, labeled similar propor-
tions of wild-type and pan mutant SMC cell plates at
stages i and ii, with anti-KNOLLE and anti-SCAMP
also labeling stage iii plates (Fig. 3, B–D). Arabidopsis
Patellin1 (PATL1) is another putative regulator of vesi-
cle formation, which localizes to cell plates at relatively
late stages (Peterman et al., 2004). Anti-PATL1 labeled
wild-type and pan mutant SMC cell plates similarly,
predominantly at stage iii (Fig. 3E). Finally, we exam-
ined callose via aniline blue staining. Cell plates are
initially rich in callose, but callose is replaced with cel-
lulose as cell plates mature (Samuels et al., 1995; Chen
et al., 2009). Similar callose staining patterns were ob-
served in wild-type and pan SMC cell plates at stages iii
and iv (Fig. 3F). Sample images illustrating the locali-
zation of all five markers at each stage of SMC cell plate
development in each genotype are presented in
Supplemental Figure S4. In summary, these experi-
ments indicate that the timing of the recruitment and
removal of all cell plate components investigated is
similar in pan mutant SMC plates compared with the
wild type. Together, our studies revealed no require-
ment for PAN1 in any aspect of cell plate formation.

PAN2 Is Required for Coordinated Shape Changes in
Stomatal Subsidiaries and Interstomatal Cells

Like pan1, functions for pan2 outside of SMCs are
suggested by its expression in a variety of tissues where
no developing stomata are present, including elongating
internodes, shoot apices, tassel primordia, and early
embryos (Sekhon et al., 2011). Indeed, a function for pan2

Figure 2. PAN2 is undetectable at cell plates and not required for cell
plate localization of PAN1. A to C, PAN2-YFP shown in monochrome
(top) and green (bottom), along with CFP-tubulin in magenta, at suc-
cessive stages of cell plate formation seen in three separate SMCs.
Asterisks mark GMCs, which are flanked by PAN2-YFP patches in
adjacent SMCs. Arrowheads point to the locations of cell plates (with
no detectable PAN2-YFP), as indicated by the positions of the asso-
ciated phragmoplasts seen at bottom. D to F, Anti-PAN2 staining
shown in monochrome (top) and green (bottom), along with propidium
iodide-stained nuclei shown in magenta, at successive stages of cy-
tokinesis seen in three separate SMCs. Asterisks mark GMCs, which
are flanked by PAN2 patches in adjacent SMCs. Arrowheads point to
the locations of cell plates (with no detectable PAN2 staining), as in-
dicated by the positions of associated nuclei. Bar = 10 mm for A to F.
G and H, PAN1-YFP (monochrome in A and green in B) in two pan2-2
mutant SMCs flanking GMCs (asterisks), with arrowheads pointing to
cell plates. As indicated by the presence of a late-stage phragmoplast
(CFP-tubulin signal; magenta in H), the SMC on the right is nearing the
point of cell plate attachment while the SMC on the left has a recently
attached cell plate. Although these SMCs lack PAN1-YFP patches of
normal intensity at the site of GMC contact (e.g. as seen for the wild
type in Fig. 1), the PAN1-YFP signal level at cell plates is similar to that
of the wild type. Bar = 10 mm. I, Quantitative analysis of PAN1-YFP
signal intensity (arbitrary units as measured via ImageJ) in SMCs at

GMC contact sites (patch) and the cell plate (plate). J, As in I, but with
results shown as a ratio of signal measured at GMC contact sites versus
the cell plate. n = 62 cells analyzed for the wild type and 72 cells
analyzed for pan2 mutants; error bars show SE. In wild-type SMCs,
PAN1-YFP signal is approximately 3-fold stronger at GMC contact sites
than at cell plates (patch-to-plate ratio of approximately 3). In pan2
mutant SMCs, PAN1-YFP signal intensity is reduced at GMC contact
sites but not at cell plates, reducing the patch-to-plate signal ratio to
approximately 1.
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in postmitotic cell morphogenesis is indicated by the
observation that pan2 mutant stomata have a striking
shape difference compared with wild-type or pan1 mu-
tant stomata (Fig. 4, A–C). Stomata in wild-type leaves
are composed of a guard cell pair flanked by a pair of
triangular subsidiary cells, which are the products of
asymmetric SMC divisions. Figure 4A illustrates stoma-
tal morphogenesis in wild-type leaves via a series of
images acquired at the same magnification, with stage 1
immediately following the completion of asymmetric
SMCcytokinesis and stage 5 representing fully expanded

stomata. As previously described (Panteris et al., 2007;
Giannoutsou et al., 2011), these images reveal that the
triangular shape of wild-type subsidiary cells results
fromextremelyunequal elongationof the subsidiarywall
segments present at stage 1. The wall segment produced
by asymmetric SMC cytokinesis, with one example
highlighted in redand labeledwall“y” inFigure 4A,does
not elongate at all from stage 1 to stage 5 and becomes
one of three points defining the triangular subsidiary
shape (Fig. 4, A and E). In contrast, the wall segment
joiningwall y to the guard cell, highlighted in yellowand

Figure 3. Analysis of cell plate markers
in wild-type versus pan1;pan2 mutant
cell plates. A, Schematic illustration of
the stages of SMC cytokinesis defined
for this analysis. At stages i and ii, both
daughter nuclei are condensed. At
stage i, the cell plate is not yet fully
attached, whereas at stage ii, it is fully
attached to the mother cell wall. Stages
iii, iv, and v are distinguished by the
positions and degrees of condensation
of daughter nuclei as illustrated (with
darker blue and smaller size indicating
a higher degree of SMC daughter nuclei
condensation). B to F, Representative
images of SMC cell plate labeling and
the proportion of SMC cell plates at
each stage (among n examined as in-
dicated) in the wild type (dark gray
bars) versus the pan1;pan2 double
mutant (light gray bars) labeled with
anti-KNOLLE (B), anti-ARF1 (C), anti-
SCAMP (D), anti-PATL1 (E), and aniline
blue (F). The results indicate that the
timing of the recruitment and removal
of these cell plate markers is similar in
mutant SMC plates compared with the
wild type. G, Sample images showing
cell plates in symmetrically dividing
leaf epidermal cells labeled with the
same reagents used in B to F, further
illustrating the specificity of each label
for cell plates. Bar = 10 mm for all
images.
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labeled wall “x” in Figure 4A, elongates extensively, as
does the wall shared by the subsidiary and neighboring
guard cell (Fig. 4, A and D). In concert with the acquisi-
tion of triangular shape in subsidiary cells, points are
formedon the endsof adjacent interstomatal cells (Fig. 4A,
stage 5, arrows), indicating more rapid elongation of the
interstomatal wall segment shared with subsidiary cells
compared with that shared with guard cells.

When SMC divisions are oriented correctly, subsidi-
ary cell shapes in pan1 and pan2 mutants are indistin-
guishable from the wild type at birth (Fig. 4, compare
stage 1 in B and C with that in A). At maturity, pan1
mutant subsidiary cell shapes differ slightly from the
wild type, with minor flattening of the point made by
wall segment y associated with increased elongation of
that segment (Fig. 1, B and E). In contrast, the shapes of
pan2 subsidiary cells at maturity are dramatically dif-
ferent from thewild type, with long, flat sides produced
by greatly increased elongation of wall y and reduced
elongation ofwall x comparedwith thewild type (Fig. 4,
C–E). The points on the ends of pan2 interstomatal cells

are correspondingly reduced (Fig. 4C). Only 20% to 30%
of pan2 mutant SMCs divide aberrantly (Zhang et al.,
2012), but all pan2 subsidiary cells exhibit this shape
abnormality (only the products of normally oriented
SMC divisions are shown in Fig. 4). Thus, the pan2
subsidiary cell and interstomatal cell shape defects de-
scribed here arise after the completion of SMC division,
are fully penetrant, and are separate from the occasional
defects in subsidiary shape resulting from aberrantly
oriented divisions.

These observations raise the question of where PAN2
functions to regulate themorphogenesis of stomatal and
interstomatal cells and how its localization in these cells
may differ from that of PAN1. PAN1-YFP is barely de-
tectable in expanding subsidiary and interstomatal cells,
and virtually all detectable signal is at the subsidiary
cell-guard cell interface (Fig. 5A). Consistent with a
larger role in cellmorphogenesis, PAN2-YFP expression
levels remain higher overall throughout the period of
epidermal cell expansion, with robust YFP signal ob-
served at the surfaces of all cells (Fig. 5B). Notably, the

Figure 4. Analysis of stomatal morphogenesis in the wild type versus panmutants. A to C, Midplane confocal slices through the
epidermal layer of leaves of the indicated genotypes expressing YFP-tubulin to permit the visualization of cell outlines. Stomatal
morphogenesis is divided into five stages. At stage 1, subsidiary cells have just formed; at stage 5, all cells are fully expanded.
All images are shown at the same magnification to illustrate how cell shapes change as they expand. The wall produced by
asymmetric cytokinesis in SMCs is defined as wall y, and one example in each image is highlighted in red. The subsidiary wall
segment linking wall y to the guard cells is defined as wall x, with one example in each image highlighted in yellow. Arrows in
the stage 5 wild-type image indicate points that form on the ends of interstomatal cells as subsidiary cells acquire a triangular
shape. Bar = 14 mm for all images. D and E, Analysis of the lengths of wall x (D) and wall y (E) at each stage of stomatal
morphogenesis in plants of the indicated genotypes (n = 24–45 cells analyzed at each stage for each genotype; error bars show
SD). The altered shapes of subsidiary cells in pan2 mutants result from increased elongation of wall y and decreased elongation
of wall x.
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strongest PAN2-YFP signal is observed along the wall
shared by subsidiary and interstomatal cells (Fig. 5B,
arrowheads), a rapidly elongating wall segment.
Quantitative analysis of PAN2-YFP fluorescence inten-
sities at positions marked a, b, and c in Figure 5B
revealed enrichment of 3.7-fold at position a versus b
and 2.4-fold at position a versus c (n= 32 cells analyzed).
Interestingly, plasmolysis of cells via brief treatment
with 0.7 M Suc to separate subsidiary and interstomatal
cell membranes clearly revealed that the PAN2-YFP
enrichment is at the surface of interstomatal cells, not
subsidiary cells (Fig. 5C, arrowheads).

PAN2 Promotes Localized Cortical F-Actin Enrichment
without Altering Microtubule Organization in Expanding
Interstomatal Cells

Since F-actin plays a key role in plant cell expansion
and PAN2 promotes the formation of cortical F-actin

enrichments in premitotic SMCs (Cartwright et al.,
2009), we asked whether PAN2 also promotes the lo-
calized accumulation of cortical F-actin during stomatal
morphogenesis. To do this, we utilized transgenic
plants expressing the second actin-binding domain of
fimbrin tagged at both ends with YFP driven from
the native fimbrin promoter (http://maize.jcvi.org/
cellgenomics/geneDB_report.php?search=1015). This live-
cell actin marker was imaged in expanding subsidiaries
and interstomatal cells of the wild type and both pan
mutants. Similar to PAN2-YFP, cortical F-actin was
found to be enriched at the interface between subsidiary
cells and interstomatal cells, and plasmolysis showed
that this enrichment is in the interstomatal cells (Fig. 6A,
arrowheads; a quantitative analysis of enrichment at
position a versus b and position a versus c is shown in
Fig. 6D). This finding is in agreement with previous
observations of F-actin distribution in expanding sub-
sidiary and interstomatal cells of maize visualized via
phalloidin staining of fixed cells (Panteris et al., 2007;
Giannoutsou et al., 2011). Actin enrichment at the sub-
sidiary cell-interstomatal interface was slightly reduced
in pan1 mutants, where cell shapes are subtly altered,
but this reductionwas not statistically significant (Fig. 6,
B and D). In contrast, cortical F-actin enrichment at the
subsidiary-interstomatal cell interface was significantly
reduced in pan2 mutants, where cell shapes are more
substantially altered (Fig. 6, C and D). Thus, PAN2-YFP
enrichment at the interstomatal-subsidiary cell interface
is associated with a corresponding enrichment of corti-
cal F-actin, and this F-actin enrichment is significantly
reduced in pan2 mutants, where the elongation of this
wall segment is also reduced. These findings suggest
that PAN2-dependent actin accumulation at the corners
of interstomatal cells drives the acquisition of a trian-
gular shape in the adjacent subsidiary cells.

Microtubules are also an important determinant
of plant cell shape, due at least in part to their influence
on patterns of cellulose deposition (Szymanski and
Cosgrove, 2009). In a situation potentially similar to the
one investigated here, cortical microtubules are de-
pleted in epidermal pavement cells at sites of actin en-
richment where lobes are emerging, and they form
parallel arrays at lobe sinuses where cell expansion is
constrained (Fu et al., 2005, 2009; Lin et al., 2013). To
investigate the role of microtubules in subsidiary and
interstomatal cell morphogenesis in maize, we imaged
YFP-a-tubulin (Mohanty et al., 2009) in these cells at
multiple stages of growth in the wild type and pan
mutants. A fan-like arrangement of microtubules asso-
ciated with the acquisition of triangular shape in
expanding wild-type subsidiary cells is lost in pan2
but not in pan1 (Supplemental Fig. S5). However, we
observed no consistent arrangement of microtubules
related to the emergence of points at the ends of inter-
stomatal cells and no obvious difference in microtubule
organization in expanding interstomatal cells of the wild
type and either pan mutant (Supplemental Fig. S5). Thus,
we foundnoevidenceof an influenceofPAN1orPAN2on
microtubule organization in expanding interstomatal cells.

Figure 5. Enrichment of PAN2-YFP in points that emerge at the corners
of interstomatal cells. Stages illustrated refer to those defined in Figure 6.
Guard cells and subsidiary cells are labeled GC and SC, respectively.
A, PAN1-YFP is expressed weakly at the developmental stages illus-
trated, and almost all detectable signal is found at the interface be-
tween subsidiary cells and guard cells. B, PAN2-YFP is detectable at
the surfaces of all cells but is enriched at the interface between
interstomatal cells and subsidiary cells (arrowheads), reaching a
maximum signal intensity at the position marked a. Fluorescence in-
tensity values at positions a, b, and c were analyzed quantitatively as
described in the text. C, Tissues were mounted in 0.7 M Suc to achieve
the separation of subsidiary and interstomatal cell surfaces, revealing
PAN2-YFP enrichments in interstomatal cells (arrowheads). Bar = 10 mm
for all images.
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Nonuniform Distributions of PIN1-YFP and YFP-ROP2 in
Expanding Interstomatal and Subsidiary Cells Are
PAN2 Independent

Since polarized localization of PIN1 auxin trans-
porters is implicated in the mechanism of nonuniform
cell expansion in epidermal pavement cells (Xu et al.,
2010), we wondered whether PIN1 polarization in
expanding subsidiary or interstomatal cells of maize is
associatedwith nonuniform expansion in these cells. To
investigate this possibility, we analyzed the localization
of native promoter-driven PIN1-YFP (ZmPIN1a-YFP;
Gallavotti et al., 2008). PIN1a-YFP is uniformly distrib-
uted around the periphery of interstomatal cells at all
stages of subsidiary morphogenesis in the wild type
(Fig. 7A) and both pan mutants (Fig. 7, B and C). Al-
though initially almost undetectable at the subsidiary
cell face created by asymmetric SMC division (defined
in Figure 4 as wall y), PIN1a-YFP rapidly becomes
highly enriched at this nonelongating face of wild-type
subsidiary cells and remains so throughout all sub-
sequent stages of subsidiary expansion (Fig. 7A, arrow-
heads). This association of PIN1awith the nonelongating
portion of the subsidiary cell surface is the opposite of
what has been observed in expanding Arabidopsis
pavement cells, where PIN1 and cortical F-actin are both
enriched at sites of lobe outgrowth (Xu et al., 2010). How-
ever, the significance of PIN1a polarization in expanding
maize subsidiary cells is unknown. Remarkably, in spite

of the increased elongation of wall y in pan mutants,
PIN1a-YFP remains highly polarized toward this por-
tion of the cell surface in expanding pan1 and pan2
mutant subsidiary cells, localizing as a patch (or a fo-
cused chain of dots) at the center of this cell face as it
elongates (Fig. 7, B and C, arrowheads). Thus, spatial
cues mediating PIN1a targeting must still be present in
pan mutant subsidiaries, albeit uncoupled from wall
elongation control.

Finally, continuing to explore possible parallels with
pavement cell lobe formation, where ROPs play a key
role in regulating both cortical F-actin polymerization
and microtubule organization related to the emergence
of epidermal lobes (Fu et al., 2005, 2009; Lin et al., 2013),
we investigated the localization of YFP-ROP2 (described
by Humphries et al., 2011) in expanding subsidiary and
interstomatal cells in maize and its dependence on
PAN2. ROP2 is of further interest here because PAN1
was found to physically interact with, and function co-
operativelywith, type I ROPs to polarize SMCdivisions
(Humphries et al., 2011). PAN2 acts upstream of PAN1
in SMC polarization, so its function in these cells is also
related to type I ROPs, but a physical interaction be-
tween PAN2 and ROP2 or other type I ROPs has not
been demonstrated. YFP-ROP2 appears relatively uni-
form in its distribution at the surface of expanding
subsidiary cells in both the wild type and pan2mutants
(Fig. 8,AandB). YFP-ROP2 is conspicuouslydepleted at
the interface between interstomatal cells and guard cells

Figure 6. Cortical F-actin enrichment at the corners of interstomatal cells is reduced in pan2 mutants. A to C, YFP-ABD2-YFP
labeling illustrates the distribution of F-actin in expanding stomata and interstomatal cells at stages 2 and 3 in the wild type (A),
pan1 (B), and pan2 (C). Arrowheads in A and B point to areas of cortical F-actin enrichment seen at the interface between
interstomatal cells and subsidiary cells in the absence of Suc. Mounting of wild-type tissue in 0.7 M Suc to achieve separation
between subsidiary and interstomatal cells reveals that these cortical F-actin enrichments are in the interstomatal cells (ar-
rowheads). D, Quantitative analysis of YFP-ABD2-YFP signal intensity ratios at position a versus b and position a versus c as
defined in A (n = 34–42 cells analyzed per genotype; error bars show SE). P values illustrate the significance of the differences
seen for each pan mutant relative to the wild type obtained via Student’s t test. Cortical F-actin enrichment at interstomatal cell
corners is significantly reduced (P , 0.01) in pan2 but not in pan1.
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(interface b in Fig. 8A) but is otherwise uniformly dis-
tributed around the periphery of expanding interstomatal
cells, with no enrichment at the interface with subsidiary
cells (interface a in Fig. 8A; a quantitative analysis of signal
intensity ratios confirming these conclusions is shown in
Fig. 8C). The nonuniform distribution of YFP-ROP2 at the
interstomatal cell surface does not appear related to the
role of PAN2 in the morphogenesis of these cells, since no
difference was observed in YFP-ROP2 distribution in
wild-type versus pan2mutant cells (Fig. 8, B andC). Thus,
we find no evidence that PAN2 acts through ROP2 to
promote localized cortical F-actin accumulation and non-
uniform cell expansion.

DISCUSSION

Prior studies have demonstrated a cooperative func-
tion for PAN1 and PAN2 in the polarization of SMC

divisions during stomatal development in maize and a
dependence of PAN1 on PAN2 for its polarized locali-
zation in premitotic SMCs (Cartwright et al., 2009;
Zhang et al., 2012). The work presented here demon-
strates unequal or divergent roles for PAN1 and PAN2
in other developmental processes.

PAN1 is enriched at developing cell plates, not only
in SMCs but in all dividing cell types examined. Unlike
the situation in premitotic SMCs, PAN1 does not de-
pend on PAN2 for its localization to cell plates, con-
sistent with a lack of detectable PAN2 at cell plates. In
further contrast to the situation in SMCs, PAN1 func-
tion in cell plates could not be linked to F-actin poly-
merization, since no difference in phragmoplast- or cell
plate-associated F-actin was observed in pan mutants.
Analysis of cytokinesis in pan mutants did not reveal a
unique role for PAN1 in cell plate formation. The fre-
quent misorientation of cell plates in pan1 mutant
SMCs raises the possibility that PAN1 may function in
attachment of the cell plate to the mother cell wall
rather than in cell plate formation or maturation, as
demonstrated for the cell plate-localized, putative vesicle-
trafficking regulator TPLATE (Van Damme et al., 2006,
2011). However, cell platemisorientation is only observed

Figure 7. PAN1- and PAN2-independent polarization of ZmPIN1a-YFP
in expanding subsidiary cells. All images are shown at the same mag-
nification to illustrate cell enlargement at successive stages of stomatal
morphogenesis, numbered as illustrated in Figure 4. Arrowheads point to
subsidiary cell surface segment y produced by the asymmetric cytokinesis
of subsidiary mother cells. ZmPIN1a-YFP becomes polarized toward this
segment of the cell surface shortly after its formation in the wild type (A).
In pan1 (B) and especially in pan2 (C), where wall segment y elongates
more than in the wild type, ZmPIN1a-YFP remains concentrated at the
center of this segment, maintaining a polarized distribution similar to that
seen in the wild type. Bar = 10 mm for all images.

Figure 8. YFP-ROP2 localization in expanding stomata and inter-
stomatal cells. A and B, The wild type (A) and the pan2 mutant (B) at
stage 2 (bottom) and stage 3 (top). YFP-ROP2 distribution was not
analyzed in pan1 mutants because there was very little difference in
the shapes of subsidiary and interstomatal cells in pan1 mutants
compared with the wild type. The distribution of YFP-ROP2 on sub-
sidiary versus interstomatal cell surfaces could not be determined via
plasmolysis experiments, because YFP-ROP2 signal was lost very
rapidly from the cell surface in the presence of Suc at concentrations
sufficient to cause plasmolysis. Bar = 10 mm for all images. C, Ratios of
fluorescence intensities measured at positions a, b, and c as marked in
A (n $ 25 cells analyzed per genotype). Error bars show SE. In both
genotypes and stages, a modest enrichment of YFP-ROP2 was ob-
served at positions a and c relative to position b. However, in contrast
to YFP-ABD2-YFP and PAN2-YFP, no enrichment of YFP-ROP2 was
evident at position a versus position c. Moreover, no significant dif-
ference was observed in any of the measured ratios when comparing
the wild type versus the pan2 mutant (P . 0.2 by Student’s t test for all
three comparisons).
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in SMCs, even though PAN1 is localized to cell plates in
all classes of dividing cells, arguing against this possi-
bility and in favor of the idea that cell plate misorien-
tation in both pan1 and pan2mutant SMCs results from
defects in premitotic SMC polarity instead. There may
be a subtle defect in cell plate development in pan mu-
tants that could be revealed by an analysis of additional
molecular markers or of the timing of cell plate expan-
sion or attachment. An alternative and likely possibility,
in view of the large number of closely related LRR-RLKs
present in maize as in other plants, is that functional
redundancy between PAN1 and one ormore additional
LRR-RLKs conceals the functional significance of cell
plate-localized PAN1. In any case, the observation of an
LRR-RLK at the cell plate is interesting because it sug-
gests ligand-mediated regulation of some aspect of cell
plate or phragmoplast development. Thus, the interac-
tion of LRR-RLKs such as PAN1with ligands produced
inside the cell plate as early steps in plate biogenesis are
completed may regulate the progression of cell plate
formation (e.g. by triggering the recruitment of later-
acting cell plate components).

Our study also showed that PAN2plays a greater role
than PAN1 in the coordinated morphogenesis of sto-
matal subsidiary and interstomatal cells after the com-
pletion of stomatal divisions. PAN2 is enriched at the
surfaces of expanding interstomatal cells, where they
contact subsidiary cells, and stimulates a corresponding
enrichment of cortical F-actin there. In pan2 mutants,
reduced F-actin accumulation at this face of expanding
interstomatal cells is associated with a failure of points
to emerge at the ends of these cells and with a con-
comitant failure of neighboring subsidiary cells to ac-
quire a triangular shape. Thus, as in SMCs, PAN2
function in interstomatal cell morphogenesis is closely
tied to localized actin polymerization. In premitotic
SMCs, PAN2 is linked to localized actin polymerization
via PAN1 and type I ROP GTPases (Cartwright et al.,
2009; Humphries et al., 2011). However, in expanding
interstomatal cells, we find no enrichment of PAN1 or
ROP2 at the interface with subsidiary cells where PAN2
and F-actin are enriched, and analysis of pan1 mutants
demonstrates only a very minor role for PAN1 in
interstomatal and subsidiary cell morphogenesis.
Thus, PAN2 appears to be linked to actin polymeri-
zation via a different mechanism in interstomatal
cells compared with SMCs, and this mechanism re-
mains to be elucidated.

Fine actin filament networks at or near the plasma
membrane are associated with localized expansion of
the cell surface in tip-growing cells (Vidali et al., 2001;
Cárdenas et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2012) and expanding
pavement cells (Frank and Smith, 2002; Fu et al., 2002).
In tip-growing cells, the contribution of actin filaments
at the growth site has been difficult to separate from that
of cytoplasmic actin filament bundles that drive long-
range transport of vesicles to and away from the tip, but
evidence is accumulating that dynamic actin filament
networks at the growth site promote the accumulation
and perhaps also the fusion with and/or removal of

vesicles from the plasma membrane (Qin and Yang,
2011; Chebli et al., 2013). In pavement cells, cortical
F-actin enriched at sites of lobe outgrowth has been
implicated in the local suppression of PIN1 endocytosis,
thereby promoting the localized enrichment of PIN1,
leading to the local accumulation of auxin, which drives
localized cell expansion (Nagawa et al., 2012). Thus,
although we found no evidence of a similar role for
maize PIN1a in interstomatal cell morphogenesis,
findings for other cell types exhibiting polarized growth
suggest that PAN2-dependent cortical F-actin accumu-
lation in interstomatal cells also promotes localized cell
surface expansion via the modulation of membrane
and/or vesicle dynamics. This proposal is further sup-
ported by the finding that F-actin promotes local ag-
gregation of cortical endoplasmic reticulum at the
emerging points on the ends of interstomatal cells,
where the endoplasmic reticulummay facilitatemembrane-
trafficking events supporting localized wall expansion
(Giannoutsou et al., 2011).

Perhaps the most interesting facet of our results is the
evidence they offer of a non-cell-autonomous influence
of interstomatal cells on the morphogenesis of neigh-
boring subsidiary cells. Specifically, PAN2 and actin
function at the interstomatal cell surface contacting
subsidiary wall x (as defined in Fig. 4) suppresses the
elongation of subsidiary wall y. The enlargement of
subsidiary cells in step with the neighboring guard cells
cannot occur without the elongation of subsidiary wall
x and/or y. Thus, redirection of growth towall y in pan2
mutant subsidiary cells may be a response to the lack of
elongation of wall x, potentially mediated by the per-
ception of physical forces such as wall or membrane
tension. Given the role of physical forces in orienting
microtubules in plant cells (Landrein and Hamant,
2013), this idea is consistent with our observation that
the altered growth pattern in pan2 mutant subsidiary
cells is associated with an alteration in microtubule or-
ganization in these cells. It is interesting that excess
elongation of wall y occurs in pan2 mutant subsidiary
cells in spite of the correct localization of PIN1a to the
center of this cell face, likely requiring continuous spa-
tial regulation of membrane recycling to maintain PIN
polarity, as in other cell types (Feraru and Friml, 2008).
Thus, our findings suggest that some aspects of polar-
ized membrane trafficking are preserved in expanding
pan2 subsidiary cells (those required for PIN1a target-
ing) while others are altered (those normally producing
preferential elongation ofwall x relative to y). Finally, in
view of the putative function of PAN2 as a receptor and
the need for coordination of cell expansion between
interstomatal and subsidiary cells, it is interesting to
consider thepossibility that the subsidiary cell produces a
ligand to which PAN2 in the adjoining interstomatal cell
responds by promoting localized actin polymerization
and cell surface expansion. Thus, we speculate that
receptor-mediated cell-cell interaction, as well as phys-
ical forces, mediate the normal distribution of growth to
different wall segments to achieve locally coordinated
cell shape changes during epidermal development.
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The findings reported here reveal that PAN1 and
PAN2 have other functions in addition to their shared
function in the premitotic polarization of SMCs.Adding
further to this conclusion, the closest relative of PAN2
in Arabidopsis was recently identified as Guard Cell
Hydrogen Peroxide Resistant1, which regulates guard
cell aperture in mature leaves in response to abscisic
acid and hydrogen peroxide (Hua et al., 2012). In play-
ing multiple roles, PANs are similar to other receptors
such as FERONIA (Cheung and Wu, 2011) and mem-
bers of the ERECTA (van Zanten et al., 2009) and SERK
(Chinchilla et al., 2009; Li, 2010) families in Arabidopsis.
For example, ERECTA partners with closely related
LRR-RLKs (ERECTA-LIKE proteins) to mediate inter-
cellular signaling controlling the occurrence and orien-
tation of asymmetric stomatal divisions (Pillitteri and
Torii, 2012), promotes axis elongation and normal
morphogenesis of multiple aerial organs (van Zanten
et al., 2009), and increases resistance to bacterial and
fungal pathogens (Godiard et al., 2003; Llorente et al.,
2005). Our finding of previously unrecognized roles for
PAN1 and PAN2 demonstrates that these receptor-like
proteins are not dedicated to the perception of GMC-
derived polarizing cues but also participate in cell plate
development (PAN1) or polarized cell growth (mainly
PAN2). We propose that PANs may function in all
contexts in the polarization of membrane trafficking,
either directly or indirectly via their influence on actin
polymerization. The central importance of membrane
trafficking in cell plate formation and polarized cell
growth is well established, as discussed earlier. The
spatial regulation of membrane trafficking has not been
shown to play an essential role in the polarization of
plant cell division but generates the polarized distribu-
tionof avariety of proteins in bothplant andanimal cells
(Feraru and Friml, 2008; Apodaca et al., 2012). Thus, an
important role for polarized membrane trafficking in
the polarization of plant cell division is plausible.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plants and Growth Conditions

All maize (Zea mays) mutants employed in this study have been described
previously. Analysis of cytokinesis defects in pan mutants utilized pan1-Mu
(Gallagher and Smith, 2000), pan1-ems (Cartwright et al., 2009), and pan1-Mu;
pan2-O (Zhang et al., 2012) double mutants. Analysis of subsidiary and inter-
stomatal morphogenesis defects utilized pan1-ems (Cartwright et al., 2009) and
pan2-2 (Zhang et al., 2012) mutants. All mutants were backcrossed two or more
times into the B73 wild-type background and compared with inbred B73 as the
wild type. Transgenic plants expressing native promoter-driven PAN1-YFP,
YFP-ROP2, and PAN2-YFP were described previously (Humphries et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2012). Transgenics expressing native promoter-driven CFP-
b-tubulin, YFP-a-tubulin, 2XYFP-ABD2 (the second actin-binding domain of
fimbrin tagged at both ends with YFP), and ZmPIN1a-YFP were generated as
described byMohanty et al. (2009) and at http://maize.jcvi.org/cellgenomics/
index.php and were generously provided by Anne Sylvester (University of
Wyoming). All transgenes were backcrossed two or more times to B73 and in-
troduced into mutant backgrounds via crossing to mutants in the B73 back-
ground. YFP- andCFP-tagged proteins were imaged in live cells after mounting
tissues in distilled water. For imaging and phenotypic analysis, plants were
grown for 10 d to 4 weeks in a greenhouse maintained between 60°F and 90°F
with natural lighting year round in La Jolla, California. Analysis of cell plate

localization and cytokinesis phenotypes utilized juvenile leaves (leaf 3 or 4);
analysis of protein localization and cell morphology defects in stomatal
subsidiaries and interstomatal cells utilized adult leaf 8.

Staining of Actin, Callose, Cell Walls, and Nuclei

To analyze panmutants for cytokinesis defects, mature blade tissue from leaf
3 or 4wasfixed and stainedwith acriflavine or 100mgmL21 propidium iodide as
described previously (Cleary and Smith, 1998; Hunter et al., 2012) andmounted
in water (after propidium iodide staining) or saturated chloral hydrate (after
acriflavine staining) for imaging of epidermal walls and nuclei via confocal
microscopy.

To stain callose in cell plates, the basal-most 2 cm of leaf 3 or 4 was cut into
2-cm-long 3 2- to 3-mm-wide strips and fixed with formalin-acetic acid for 1 h.
Following rehydration, tissues were stained with 0.1% (w/v) aniline blue in
KPO4 buffer at pH 11 for 30 min, rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline, stained
with 10 mg mL21 propidium iodide to label nuclei, rinsed again, and mounted in
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) for imaging via confocal microscopy.

To labelphragmoplastactin, thebasal 2cmof leaf3or4wascut intostrips2cm
long 3 2 to 3 mm wide, fixed, and stained with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated
phalloidin (Invitrogen) as described previously (Cartwright et al., 2009). Pro-
pidium iodide at 10mgmL21 was used to stain nuclei. Samplesweremounted in
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) for imaging via confocal microscopy.

Immunolocalization and Protein Gel Blotting

All antibodies used in this study were characterized previously. Anti-PAN1
(Cartwright et al., 2009) and anti-PAN2 (Zhang et al., 2012) were generated in
our laboratory. Anti-SCAMP (Lam et al., 2007) was raised against a rice (Oryza
sativa) SCAMPproteinwhose closest relative inmaize is GRMZM2G041181 and
was provided by Liwen Jiang (Chinese University of Hong Kong). Anti-
KNOLLE (Lukowitz et al., 1996) was raised against the Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana)KNOLLEprotein,whose closest relative inmaize isGRMZM2G100478, and
was provided by Gerd Jurgens (University of Tuebingen). Anti-PATL1 (Peterman
et al., 2004)was raised againstArabidopsis PATL1,whose closest relative inmaize is
GRMZM2G081652, andwas provided byKaye Peterman (Wellesley College). Anti-
ARF1 was raised against Arabidopsis ARF1, whose closest relatives in maize are
GRMZM2G105996, GRMZM2G357399, andGRMZM5G836182. This antibodywas
purchased fromAgrisera and is described at the productWeb page (http://www.
agrisera.com/en/artiklar/plant_algal-cell-biology/compartment-markers/
plant-Golgi-marker/arf1-adp-ribosylation-factor-1.html).

For tests of antibody specificity via protein gel blotting, proteins were
extracted from the basal 2 cm of leaves of 3- to 4-week-old B73maize plants after
removal of leaveswith expanded sheaths.Membrane and soluble fractionswere
prepared, separated via SDS-PAGE, and analyzed via immunoblotting as de-
scribed previously (Cartwright et al., 2009). For immunolocalization, the basal
2 cm of leaf 3 or 4 (containing cells at all stages of stomatal development) was
excised from 10- to 20-d-old plants, cut into strips 2 cm long3 2 to 3 mmwide,
fixed, and stained via awhole-mountproceduredescribedpreviously (Cartwright
et al., 2009). Primary antibodies were used for immunolocalization at the
following dilutions: affinity-purified anti-PAN1 and anti-PAN2 at 2 mg mL21,
anti-ARF1 serum diluted to 1:2,000, affinity-purified anti-SCAMP at 1.5 mg mL21,
anti-KNOLLE serum diluted to 1:1,000, and anti-PATL1 serum diluted to
1:1,000. Binding of anti-KNOLLE, anti-ARF1, anti-SCAMP, and anti-PATL1
antibodies was visualized by labeling with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated sec-
ondary antibodies (Invitrogen) diluted 1:200. Binding of anti-PAN1 and anti-
PAN2 was visualized using Invitrogen Tyramide Signal Amplification kit 12
following themanufacturer’s instructions.Nucleiwere subsequently counterstained
with 10 mg mL21 propidium iodide (Sigma). Tissues were mounted in Vectashield
(Vector Laboratories) and imaged via confocal microscopy as described below.

Confocal Microscopy and Image Analysis

Confocal imaging of fluorescence labeling was performed using a custom-
assembled spinning-disk microscope system described previously (Walker
et al., 2007). YFP-tubulin images for subsidiary cell shape analysis were ac-
quired with a Nikon 203 dry objective, and all other images were acquired
with a Nikon 603 water-immersion objective. Alexa Fluor 488 was excited
with an argon laser (488-nm line) and visualized with a Chroma HQ525/60
emission filter. Propidium iodide was excited with an argon/krypton laser
(568-nm line) and visualized with a Chroma HQ620/60 filter. YFP was excited
with 514 nm and viewed with a Chroma HQ570/65 emission filter. CFP and
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aniline blue were excited with a 440-nm laser and viewed with a Chroma
HQ525/50 emission filter. Z projections of image stacks were produced using
ImageJ version 1.36b or 1.47g (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Further image
processing (adjustment of black levels, brightness, and contrast, production of
color merges, and figure preparation) was carried out using Adobe Photoshop
version 8.0 or 11.02, applying only linear adjustments to pixel values.

For quantitative analysis of PAN2-YFP, YFP-ABD2-YFP, and YFP-ROP2
signal intensities, ImageJ version 1.47g was used to measure fluorescence in-
tensities along the length of a line drawn at positions a, b, and c as indicated in
Figures 5, 6, and 8 on Z projections of a standard number of focal planes for each
marker. Minimum fluorescence intensity values (background signal) were
subtracted from maximum values, and ratios of these background-subtracted
maximumvalues (a to b and a to c)were calculated for individual cells at stages 2
or 3 as defined in Figure 4 (one set of measurements per cell). For PAN2-YFP
analysis, 32 cells from 13 different wild-type individuals expressing PAN2-YFP
were analyzed. For YFP-ABD2-YFP, we analyzed 42 cells from two wild-type
individuals, 34 cells from two pan2 mutant individuals, and 42 cells from two
pan1mutant individuals. For YFP-ROP2, we analyzed 29 cells from three wild-
type individuals and 25 cells from three pan2 individuals.

Quantitative analysis of PAN1-YFP intensities in SMCs (Fig. 2, I and J) was
conducted similarly except that single focal planes were used, and lines were
drawn through the cell plate and the GMC contact site in SMCs (n = 62 wild
type and 72 pan2) that had recently completed cytokinesis, as judged by the
presence of phragmoplast remnants and nuclear appearance, corresponding to
the stage when cell plate-associated PAN1 signal was highest.

Sequences for the genes and proteins investigated in this study can be found at
http://www.maizesequence.org (release 5b.60) as GRMZM2G034572_T01 and
GRMZM2G034572_P01 (PAN2), GRMZM5G836190_T02 andGRMZM5G836190_P02
(PAN1), GRMZM2G098643_T01 and GRMZM2G098643_P01 (PIN1a), and
GRMZM5G846811_T01 and GRMZM5G846811_P01 (ROP2).

Supplemental Data

The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

Supplemental Figure S1. PAN1 localization at cell plates of root cortical
cells.

Supplemental Figure S2. Analysis of phragmoplast F-actin in wild-type
and pan mutant SMCs.

Supplemental Figure S3. Protein gel-blot analysis of the specificities of
antibodies used in this study.

Supplemental Figure S4. Immunostaining with antibodies to cell plate
markers in wild-type and pan mutant SMCs undergoing cytokinesis.

Supplemental Figure S5. Microtubule organization visualized via imaging
of YFP-a-tubulin in expanding subsidiary and interstomatal cells.
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